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The University of Mississippi

TheView fromVentress
News from the College of Liberal Arts

Beloved Professors

E

The first baker’s dozen of our noted Beloved Professors are:
• Jere Allen, art, 1975-2000
• Alexander Lee Bondurant, classics, 1889-1937
• Vaughn Grisham, sociology and director of the McLean
Institute, 1968-2006
• Ed Keiser, biology, 1976-2005
• Eldon Miller, mathematics, 1966-2003
• Charles Noyes, English, 1953-1982
• John Pilkington, English, 1952-1985
• James Silver, history, 1936-1965
• Sheila Skemp, history, 1980-2013
• Russell Stokes, mathematics, 1963-1980
• Lucy Turnbull, classics and director of University Museums,
1961-1990
• John Winkle, political science, 1974-present
• Kwang Yun, chemistry, 1968-1998

S p e c i a l

S e c t i o n
Pages 10-11

Robert Jordan

xceptional educators are common in the College of
Liberal Arts. A few of the many who have inspired students
and colleagues to do great things by their example are
featured in the special section on pages 10 and 11 and online
at viewfromventress.org.
“Whenever I meet with alumni, the conversation often
turns to a particular teacher who made a difference in their academic careers, and, perhaps, in their lives outside the university,”
said Glenn Hopkins, dean of liberal arts. “We begin in this
newsletter a series that honors these extraordinary teachers. We
call this section “Beloved Professors,” and we invite you to suggest others to be profiled in future newsletters.”

Read about English professors John Pilkington (left) and Charles Noyes online at
viewfromventress.org.

Profiles of Professors Allen, Keiser, Turnbull, Winkle and
Yun are in the printed newsletter and Professors Bondurant,
Grisham, Miller, Noyes, Pilkington, Silver, Skemp, and Stokes
are in the online newsletter at viewfromventress.org.
We want to hear from you! We all have that one special
mentor to salute—someone who opened doors for a career,
graduate or professional school, or provided inspired moments
when you said aha! Please pay tribute by sharing your memories
and photos and why these Beloved Professors are important to
you on Facebook facebook.com/umlibarts or Twitter @umlibarts
or email libarts@olemiss.edu.

James Meredith:
50 Years of Integration

Page 3

continued on page 10

Bondurant Portrait Restoration

Reinemann named
Goldwater Scholar

Page 12

P

hilip Jackson, assistant professor of art, and his
undergraduate and graduate students recently
completed restoration of the portrait of Alexander Lee Bondurant, professor of Latin, first dean of
the graduate school, and founder of the UM
football program.
Visit www.viewfromventress.org to view
pictures from the restoration
process.

Pictured in photo are Thomas Grosskopf, B.F.A.,
Benny Melton, M.F.A. and Jackson.
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Anonymous gift helping
to help communities

Page 18

more stories, photos and videos at viewfromventress.org

t h e
D e a n
Dean Glenn Hopkins

F

aculty members have many responsibilities at a major research
university. We expect faculty members to be accomplished
scholars who publish and create new works in their fields. We
expect them to help bring the resources of the university to bear on
problems outside of the academy. These areas are important and necessary for a great public university, and our faculty members excel in
research and service. They also excel in teaching. Faculty take seriously their responsibility to provide effective and thoughtful instruction.
As teachers, they change and enrich the lives of our students.
It is likely that you remember a teacher from your days at this
university. Maybe this teacher was a gifted lecturer, or had a way of
bringing difficult ideas into focus, or was able to stimulate you to
think in new ways. Maybe you remember a teacher for offering needed support and encouragement at a difficult time or, perhaps, a stern
lecture when needed. For whatever reason, this teacher had a salutary
effect on your university days. For whatever reason, this teacher positively affected your life.
In this issue of View from Ventress—see the story on page 7 about
why we are currently in exile from Ventress—we begin a feature that
highlights some extraordinary teachers who have made a difference in
the lives of students. These teachers were suggested to us by alumni
and friends of the university. We have covered a span of 123 years with
these choices, and you may find teachers you remember in the list. We
also invite you to suggest faculty members you would like to see profiled in the future. Just send a note to the College of Liberal Arts, P.O.
Box 1848, University, MS 38677 or email us at libarts@olemiss.edu.
You may also respond on Facebook at facebook.com/umlibarts or
Twitter @umlibarts. Even if we cannot feature all the faculty members
proposed, we will respond individually with information about the
faculty member you suggest.
Excellent teaching continues apace in the College with the university experiencing its largest enrollment ever in 2011-2012. As I
write this column (in late June), we are predicting another record
enrollment for 2012-2013. We in the College are committed to providing an excellent education to all of our students, and to help us
meet the increasing demands for classes, we have hired some 30 new
professors who will begin this fall. We will soon publish our faculty
brochure with short biographies of new faculty members. That information will also be on our webpage at www.libarts.olemiss.edu. I
think you will agree that this year’s class of new faculty is strong and
promising. We look forward to their contributions to our mission of
teaching, research and service.
If you are on campus, please do stop in. We are right now in Lester Hall, but should be back in Ventress near the end of the fall semester. For all of those who have supported the College this year with
gifts, please accept my deep gratitude. It is those gifts that provide the
margin of excellence for the College. If you are interested in contributing this year, please write us at one of the addresses listed above, or
look online at https://www.umfoundation.com/makeagift/online.php.
Thank you for your continuing support of the College. We look
forward to hearing from you soon. V

Alumnus shares global insights

D

ean Copeland is challenging students to consider the global effects of current trends and
their implications for the world 50 years from now. Through a biweekly seminar in the
Department of Public Policy Leadership this spring, the retired corporate lawyer and executive gave students at his alma mater a rare opportunity to learn from his professional and personal
experiences.
“If I can pass my knowledge and experience on in a practical way, that is meaningful to me,”
Copeland said. “I’ve never been more excited about teaching anything because of the dynamic
effect and rapid changes globalization is having—some positive and some negative.”
Copeland took care to present topics in a manner that allowed students to see their implications, said Hunter Nicholson, an accountancy, public policy leadership and Spanish major. “Business all too often is perceived as a heartless profession, and Mr. Copeland asked us to challenge this
notion and look for ways that will make any career path we choose benefit those around us and our
global society,” Nicholson said. “Mr. Copeland researches the world’s most pressing problems, and
he invited us to consider solutions.”
“I don’t take any positions on the ‘ought to be’ areas I discuss because that is not the point,”
Copeland said. “I want the students to have the facts to displace potential bias in their thought process. After I’ve accomplished that, they are free to take whatever
informed positions they wish. I believe a well-informed citizenry
makes for a better, more stable society.”
“The College of Liberal Arts is fortunate to have such a distinguished alumnus as Dean Copeland commit to giving back to his
alma mater in such a personal manner,” said Glenn Hopkins, dean of
liberal arts.
Copeland earned his bachelor’s degree in history from UM in
1961, attended the University of Oxford in England as a Rhodes
Scholar and graduated from Yale University’s School of Law. He served
in the U.S. Army as adjutant of the Judge Advocate General’s School
in Charlottesville, Va., before going into private law in the areas of
securities, corporate mergers and acquisitions, and financial instituDean Copeland
tions for 30 years. Copeland later became senior executive vice president and general counsel and chief administrative officer at Provident Companies, two years before
its merger with Unum Corp., a large disability insurance company. After eight years he retired from
Unum and has since been involved with various nonprofit organizations and a start-up business
providing document review offshore in Chennai, India in legal services. V
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Scientific
Discovery

U

M physicists Cremaldi,
Kroeger, Summers,
Reidy, Rahmat, Perera,
and Sanders, are part of the team
working with CERN in Geneva,
Switzerland on the historic discovery of the Higgs boson, a subatomic particle that is key to
understanding why there is diversity and life in the universe.
Physicsts Quinn, Kraus, and
Holzbauer are part of the team
at Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois
that was the first to find
evidence for the Higgs.
CERN

F r o m
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Commemorating integration, celebrating diversity

O
“

pening the Closed Society: 50 Years of
Integration,” a celebration of diversity at
UM, commenced with the dedication of
Silver Pond and the James Silver Symposium Sept.
30, 2011 and concludes with social activist and singer Harry Belafonte’s keynote speech Oct. 1, 2012.
The yearlong
commemoration
honors James
Meredith’s historic enrollment
as UM’s first
African-American student on
Oct. 1, 1962.
Events include
the exhibition We Shall Always March Ahead:
Mississippi and the Civil Rights Movements in
Special Collections at the J.D. Williams Library
until October 2012.
Visit the 50 Years of Integration at UM website,
www.olemiss.edu/50years, for videos, photo gallery,
and the calendar of events. V

Sidney Poitier, Harry Belafonte, and Charlton Heston
at Washington civil rights march in 1963.

Major donor leaves legacy at alma mater

J

Patrick O’Connor

ames McMullan of Lake Forest, Ill., embraced his
Southern roots, even when his career took him to
Chicago for most of his adult life. The legacy he built
at UM reflected the value he placed on his vision for the
study of the South within liberal arts and higher education.
McMullan passed away in April, with his and
wife Madeleine’s last major gift supporting
the Oxford Conference for the Book Endowment. Their support and involvement at his
alma mater helped propel the Center for the
Study of Southern Culture to national prominence said CSSC Director Ted Ownby.
“Jim and Madeleine McMullan have
been extraordinary leaders in supporting
and encouraging support for the university
and especially for the Center. Their clearest
contribution came when they formed the
McMullan Professorships in Southern
James McMullan
Studies, allowing us to move from having
four faculty to six and to expand into new areas. They
also helped with significant endowments for the Future
of the South and the Oxford Conference for the Book
and encouraged support for Southern Studies faculty
and students.”
The McMullans recruited new friends and donors
for the Center, attended many programs and assisted

in countless ways. Their daughters became involved,
too, with Carlette McMullan, a principal at William
Blair & Co., joining her parents on the Center Advisory Committee and Margaret McMullan, an author
and a professor at the University of Evansville, making
presentations on literature and writing at
Center programs.
The McMullans’ financial support
and public leadership on the Center’s
behalf have been significant. “Jim
McMullan lived a life that made a difference,” said UM Chancellor Emeritus
Robert Khayat. “Jim and Madeleine both
had a deep understanding that at the
very core of a university is the faculty,
and ensuring the recruitment and retention of top-quality faculty is absolutely
critical to our academic reputation.”
McMullan worked in the securities
business for 50 years. He was born in Lake, Miss., and
raised in Newton. McMullan graduated in 1956
from UM with a finance degree. Three days after
meeting Madeleine Engel de Janosi from Vienna,
Austria, who lived in Washington and worked with
the CIA, he proposed marriage and they were wed
for 54 years. V
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Go Team USA!

E

nglish major and former UM All-American long
jumper Brittney Reese won the gold in the 2012
Summer Olympics, becoming the first American
woman to win the Olympic long jump title since Jackie
Joyner-Kersee in 1988. Reese also competed in the
2008 Summer Olympics. V
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more stories, photos and videos at viewfromventress.org

Research yields insights about HIV-related headaches

A

UM study of headaches among HIV patients
is being hailed as a critical step to improving
treatment and reducing medical costs.
“Headache among Patients with HIV Disease:
Prevalence, Characteristics and Associations” is
attracting broad interest in the medical and mental
health communities. Psychology alumnus
Kale Kirkland worked in the Headache
Research and Treatment Laboratory
under Todd Smitherman, assistant
professor of psychology, and with
University of Alabama Health Center clinicians to conduct the study
for his doctoral dissertation.
“This is of interest to clinicians and physicians for several reasons,” Smitherman said. “Recent
research from the U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
reveals that, despite the availability of
medications that effectively slow dis-

ease progression, most Americans with HIV do not
have the disease under control. Our study shows
that patients with poorly controlled HIV/AIDS are
most prone to suffer from frequent, severe
migraines at rates that far exceed those of the general population.
“There is a 13-fold increased risk of
chronic migraine among patients with
HIV disease. The strongest predictor
of headache was the severity of HIV
disease, such that patients with
more advanced disease had more
frequent, more severe and more disabling migraines.”
This is the first study since the
proliferation of highly active antiretroviral therapy medication to demonstrate that having HIV/AIDS
portends a very high risk of headache,
particularly migraines.
“We decided to conduct this study

due to a lack of research in the area of headaches in
the HIV population,” said Kirkland, who is currently a licensed psychologist in Alabama. “In general,
prior to our human brain headache study, there was
no ‘typical’ HIV headache.
“With the results, we hope that infectious-disease
physicians will now be able to discuss with HIV
patients what to expect in terms of headaches. This
should also help prevent unnecessary medical costs,
lessening the need to have expensive procedures—
such as MRIs and spinal taps—ordered to rule out
opportunistic infections.”
HIV-related infections were determined not to be
frequent causes of headache among patients in the
study, but the authors caution that further investigation with neuroimaging procedures is needed to confirm these findings.
Smitherman and Kirkland hope their work will
help educate mental health professionals about the
psychological effects and result in improved treatment
of HIV patients’ depression and anxiety. V

‘Extinct’ tortoises may still be roaming a Galapagos island
Courtesy of The Los Angeles Times

A

giant tortoise species studied by Charles Darwin and believed to be extinct for more than
150 years may be alive and well, an ambitious
genetic survey led by Ryan Garrick, assistant professor
of biology and population geneticist, has revealed.
Blood sampling of tortoises on the largest Galapagos island of Isabela has shown that some had at least
one purebred parent from a supposedly extinct species
that once lived at the other end of the archipelago.
Garrick and his research team hope to find these tortoises in the flesh, breed them in captivity and then
release them back to their native home.
The study, published [in] the journal Current
Biology, may be the first rediscovery of an “extinct”
species ever made through looking for genetic markers
in hybrid offspring.
The giant tortoise, among the largest living reptiles on Earth, is an icon of the Galapagos Islands,
which take their very name from the Spanish word for
tortoise, galápago. The creatures are thought to have
arrived on the volcanic islands about 2 million to 3
million years ago from the South American mainland.
Each tortoise species—some larger, with domed
shells, and others smaller, with saddleback shells—was
unique to a particular island or volcano, living and evolving in isolation from the others. The diversity of tortoise
species Darwin saw during his 1835 visit to the Galapagos Islands partly inspired his theory of evolution.
George Amato, director of the genomics program

at the American Museum of Natural History in New
York, called the results “very exciting.” “To be honest
with you, I can’t think of another example of this
kind of work on endangered species that’s done such
a detailed job of reconstructing this very interesting
history,” Amato said.
The researchers have some thoughts on how the
tortoises managed to get from one of the southernmost
islands to the archipelago’s northwestern edge. Fastmoving whalers, or pirates looking to reduce their load
while fighting or fleeing, may have hurriedly dumped
the animals, taken along for food, at sea.
“These guys don’t swim, but they float like a wine
cork in a bathtub,” Garrick said. “The prevailing current goes northwest in the ocean, making [Isabela]
island the last place they would catch land before getting swept into the north Pacific.”

The View from Ventress
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The search is now on for live, purebred C. elephantopus tortoises on Isabela. If they’re found, the
researchers hope to start a breeding program in captivity to raise more of them and then bring them back
to their native island, Floreana.
Tortoises are a very important part of an island’s
ecosystem, Garrick said. They keep the prickly pear
cactus in check by grazing on it and, by relieving
themselves around other parts of the island, also act as
the plant’s primary seed-dispersal method.
Even if the purebred tortoises don’t turn up,
intensively breeding the most promising hybrids
could be useful as well, Garrick added. “This really
comes down to not giving up on biodiversity conservation, even when things look grim,” he said. V

Screenwriter enjoys role as teacher

Filmmaking enhanced
with partnership

Courtesy of the Commercial Appeal

C

hris Offutt practices what he preaches.
Not only does he insist his screenwriting
students turn off the TV and pick up a book,
but he also goes through two or three books a week.
“A lot of students wanting to be screenwriters
think you learn by watching movies and TV shows.
That is not how you learn to write screenplays. You
have to write the darn things,” said Offutt, who
recently joined the English faculty. “The most important thing for any writer is to read. Nothing is more

positive impact on students with a serious interest in
creative writing who are considering applying to UM.
We are very fortunate that Mr. Offutt is willing and
able to combine the role of professional screenwriter
with that of English professor.”
The feeling is mutual, according to Offutt. “I’ve
taught for 10 years of the past 20 years as a visiting
professor, and I liked it. I was good at it, and I
believe in it. On my worst day as a teacher, and
everybody has a bad day, I know what I’m doing is

“Screenwriting is relatively new at the university level.
It’s always mainly been taught at film schools. But
there is more demand for it from students now….
The university is responding to that need and it’s
very avant garde.”

I

n 2011 Media and Documentary Projects
(MDP) officially became a partner with the
College of Liberal Arts, Center for the Study of
Southern Culture (CSSC) and the Meek School of
Journalism and New Media. MDP continues to
produce promotional material for the university
while expanding its teaching and documentary filmmaking roles.
For CSSC, the formal partnership seems a natural.
“This is great news for our program,” said Ted
Ownby, professor of history and director of the
CSSC. “It makes it easier to accomplish the Center’s
mission to investigate, document, interpret and teach
about the American South.”
Many students come to college wanting to make
films, Ownby said, and he is excited by the potential
for this partnership to serve those students.
MDP director Andy Harper is thrilled. “When I
took over Media and Documentary Projects eight
years ago, my goal was to find an academic home

— C h r i s Off u t t

important than to read and to write.”
Offutt, a Guggenheim Fellow, has published five
books, a few comic books, and “everything but poetry.” The Kentucky native has written multiple screenplays including scripts for HBO’s series True Blood
and Tremé and Showtime’s Weeds.
“Writing is the only way to improve,” he said.
“The addition to our faculty of a professional
screenwriter with a national reputation does wonders
for our creative writing program and the English
department,” said English department chair Ivo
Kamps. “His presence generates excitement among
students already enrolled at the university, and it has a

ultimately trying to improve the world by helping
people learn,” Offutt said. “It’s important to me, and
it’s fulfilling.
“Screenwriting is relatively new at the university
level. It’s always mainly been taught at film schools.
But there is more demand for it from students now.
More are consuming screen narratives on their phones
and screens, and people in high school are making
videos with their phones and posting them on YouTube. Cameras are a lot cheaper now, and it’s easy to
get equipment, so they come up schooled instinctively
in film narrative. The university is responding to that
need and it’s very avant garde.” V

The Legacy of James Meredith, produced by Media and
Documentary Projects.

from which to tell stories of the people and traditions
around us,” Harper said. “With the cinema minor
and the documentary track in Southern Studies, this
puts us in a position to teach and train students to
do just that.”
In addition to Harper, the MDP staff includes
filmmakers Joe York, Matthew Graves, Rex Jones,
Mary Stanton and Karen Tuttle.
To watch videos produced by Media and Documentary Projects, see www.viewfromventress.org. V
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Scholar reflects
on “Arab Spring”

N

ew Croft Assistant Professor of History Vivian Ibrahim studies the Middle East with a
primary emphasis on Egypt, religion and the
relationships between the minority Coptic Christians
and majority Muslims. She accepted the job in
December 2010 and soon confronted the swiftly
unfolding events of the “Arab Spring.”
The British citizen with familial roots in Egypt
finds similarities between the Middle East and the
American South.
“I’ve realized that religion plays an important role
in Americans’ lives, at least in the South,” Ibrahim said.
“But in many ways, the South reminds me of the Middle East because your daily lives are governed by religion, and our values are similar whether you’re Muslim
or whether you’re Christian. The South and the Middle
East have much more in
common than you would
expect.”
Ibrahim emphasizes
that the uprising in Egypt
didn’t occur overnight.
“This isn’t something
that started two, three, four
years ago,” she said. “This
has its roots way back and
has to do with people’s standard of living and unemployment that’s been rife for
years. It has to do with corVivian Ibrahim
ruption—police brutality is
huge in all of this. As a historian, I’m keen to show the
different roots to current conflict; it didn’t just come
out of nowhere, and it wasn’t all because some kids had
Facebook and Twitter. That’s important, but I don’t
think that was the root.”
She describes herself as a cautious optimist about
Egypt’s future. “I’m hoping it’s a move toward more
democratic elections,” she said. “There are such deepseated problems, socially and politically, that change
doesn’t happen overnight; you can’t suddenly expect a
whole upheaval of the existing system. It’s going to
take 10 or 15 years. It’s very difficult to predict. I
don’t think it’s going to be a huge, democratic leap,
but I’m hoping it’s in the right direction.”
Ibrahim hopes that people in the West will learn
that the Middle East is multifaceted and every country’s evolution is unique to the place. “That’s the kind
of understanding that we need to have of the Middle
East. It’s so varied, and yes, we might all speak the
same language, but we speak it with different dialects,
and we have multiple religions and we have multiple
practices within the same religion. The more that we
evaluate each country individually, the deeper we
understand the region.” V

Psychology team conducts research
on BP oil spill aftermath

O

n April 20, 2010, the British Petroleum
(BP) Deepwater Horizon oil rig exploded in
the Gulf Coast causing the worst oil spill in
U.S. history. More than two years later, residents
along the coast are still feeling the effects.
According to research conducted by a team of
professors and graduate students in the Department
of Psychology, 40 percent of the adults who live on
Mississippi’s coast have Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) as a result of the oil spill.
“Those with PTSD are experiencing severe levels of
stress and anxiety and are reliving experiences related to
the event,” said Stefan Schulenberg, associate professor of
psychology. “The oil spill continues to have a significant
impact on the quality of life of Gulf Coast residents.”
After the spill, BP provided the state of Mississippi
with $12 million to address mental health concerns. The
Mississippi Department of Mental Health (MSDMH)
established the BP Behavioral Health Grant program.
“The majority of the funds went to direct mental
health services,” Schulenberg said. “For example, people seeking therapy, preparing mental health professionals for disaster work and directly training residents in
resilience and coping. We were brought in to evaluate.
How many people are being served? How are people
doing? What sorts of services are being provided and
what kinds of services continue to be needed? It is what
is referred to as program evaluation, essentially. We’re
tracking 19 different sites that are providing therapy,
training, outreach or a combination of these.”
Schulenberg is head of the UM Clinical-Disaster
Research Collaborative, a diverse team of researchers and
graduate students from the psychology department
focusing on research, education and service in the area of
clinical-disaster psychology. The group conducts Ameri-

can Red Cross trainings in the community and outreach
through the Mississippi Disaster Response Network.
Schulenberg served as a mental health responder in the
Yocona and Pine Flat areas in the wake of the tornadoes
last spring and trains graduate students to assist in community education and intervention.
His team includes 10 graduate students who serve
as site liaisons and data managers for the BP project.
The students travel to the Coast to interact with personnel at the mental health sites and collect data.
“We provide sites with training to collect data in a
correct and ethical way,” said Brooke Walters, a doctoral student in psychology. “Essentially, we are the
go-between for the sites and the MSDMH.”
Schulenberg was recognized as the first student in
the nation to receive the disaster psychology specialty
when he received his Ph.D. in clinical psychology from
the University of South Dakota in 2001.
“It’s a new field in that sense,” Schulenberg said.
“Now there are growing numbers of psychologists
who go out into the community after a disaster and
try to help people.”
Schulenberg predicts the specialty will continue to
expand. “My fear as an educator of future psychologists is that you are basically trained for people to
come to you,” he said. “Many professionals work in a
clinic somewhere, for instance. Our research and service is all about going out into the community and
helping people where they live and work. With the
graduate students, the idea is that it helps encourage
them to learn how to get out of the office and into
the community. They actually go down to the Coast
routinely and work with the different sites. They see
the importance of having collaboration outside of the
university and the positive impact that it can have.” V
Back row from left: Christopher Drescher, Lauren Flegle,
Stefan Schulenberg, Laura McIntire. Front row from
left: Bethany Aiena, Brandy Baczwaski, Stephanie
Wood Campbell, A. Brooke Walters,
Kristie Vail Schultz
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Renovations improve College facilities
Ventress Hall

I

n November 2011 steam pipes in the attic of Ventress Hall burst, causing considerable water damage to the building’s floors, ceilings, walls and furnishings and the relocation of the dean’s office to temporary quarters in Lester Hall. The extensive refurbishment includes relocation of the HVAC system to
the basement, replacement or repair of floors, ceilings,
walls, installation of a new elevator and modifications
to increase the number of offices on the second floor.
The current timeline for project completion is fall
2012. Media and Documentary Projects is filming the
renovation process.

Shoemaker Hall teaching tabs

T

Department of Art foundry

A

new foundry for the Department of Art in
Meek Hall is equipped with a McEnglevan
melt furnace with a 195-pound bronze capacity, a burnout kiln, an overhead hoist for
the casting of metals, and work and
storage space.
“The foundry is a fantastic addition
because it helps with the future growth
of the art department,” said Ginny Cha-

vis, interim chair and associate professor of art. “We
are able to recruit a wider variety of sculpture students
who can create larger work as well as provide a safe
environment for existing students.”

Lamar Hall renovation

A

fter the School of Law moved to the Robert
C. Khayat Law Center, remodeling work
began in Lamar Hall to create much-needed
space for the College. Improvements include the addition of 22 classrooms, handicap-accessible bathrooms,
new elevators, a grand staircase and food service.
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology
will occupy the top floor along with the Center for
Population Studies and McLean Institute for Partnerships and Community Engagement.

Robert Jordan

he Department of Biology is renovating
teaching labs for anatomy and physiology
classes and introductory laboratories for biology majors and premed students.
“The labs will have new flooring, lab benches,
lighting, storage units and air-handling systems,” said
Paul Lago, chair and professor of biology. “The latter is

really important for classes performing dissections. The
odors can be overwhelming. Computers are important
in labs, and these rooms will be as up-to-date as we can
make them. We hope to provide a better educational
experience for our students.”
The anatomy and physiology lab will feature
computers equipped with virtual dissection software
and a projector. A floor-to-ceiling makeover for
majors/premed introductory labs will provide workstations with computers for each lab group, projectors
with electronic screens and snorkel exhaust systems.

Department of Art foundry in Meek Hall

“The newly renovated Lamar Hall will benefit the
department in countless ways,” said Kirsten Dellinger,
chair of sociology and anthropology. “We are moving
from a building with virtually no classroom space, so
access to larger classrooms and seminar rooms in
Lamar will be a big plus. The location of our offices
on a single floor will provide a greater sense of unity
and ease of communication among faculty and help
build our research and teaching collaborations.”
Lamar Hall also will house the William Winter
Institute for Racial Reconciliation, Center for Writing
and Rhetoric and expanded Writing Center.
“The Center for Writing and Rhetoric is very
excited about moving to Lamar. Doing so will physically connect writing classrooms, the writing center
and the writing teachers,” said Bob Cummings, director of the center. “Our physical space will be aligned
to support student learning in the classroom, through
tutoring and through student-teacher conferencing.
The Lamar location reflects the university’s commitment to improving student writing.” V
Ventress Hall
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Community remembers William Faulkner

A

William Faulkner Remembrance” brought
together the community and interested visitors to remember and honor Faulkner’s legacy on July 6, 2012, the 50th anniverary of the
author’s death.
The Remembrance took place the day before the
39th annual Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha Conference, “50 Years after Faulkner,” which presented an
expanded lineup of almost 60 writers and scholars
and guided tours of Faulkner country.
“At least since he won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1950, Faulkner has been an indisputable part
of Oxford’s identity, and he’s an integral part of the
university’s identity as well,” said Jay Watson, Howry
Professor of Faulkner Studies and professor of English.
“His legacy attracts writers to the area, dramatically
enhances the literary reputation of the community and
helps recruit students to the university. Anyone who
wants to learn more about what makes the 20th century South tick could do a lot worse than studying the
writings of William Faulkner.”
The Remembrance program, free and open to
the general public, was designed to appeal to the general public in addition to scholars and literary professionals. The day’s first event began at 6:30 a.m. with
a marathon reading of Faulkner’s final novel, The
Reivers, on the grounds of the author’s home, Rowan
Oak. Like the marathon readings of Absalom, Absalom! in 1997 (for the 100th anniversary celebration
of Faulkner’s birth) and Go Down, Moses in 2005 (for
the Mississippi Reads Initiative) volunteer participants read aloud short sections of the The Reivers.

“

Participants then adjourned to the second-floor
courtroom of the Lafayette County Courthouse, a
building immortalized in Faulkner’s fiction, for a pair
of keynote addresses. Philip Weinstein, Faulkner
scholar and Alexander Griswold Cummins Professor
of English at Swarthmore College, discussed the significance of the writer’s life and career. Randall
Kenan, author and associate professor of English at
the University of North Carolina and former John
and Renée Grisham Writer in Residence at UM, commented on Faulkner’s legacy
from the literary artist’s
point of view.
A screening of the 1969
film adaption of The Reivers—starring Steve McQueen
and Will Geer—at the Lyric
on the Oxford Square concluded Remembrance events.
The Lyric theatre has its own
special place in Faulkner history
as the venue for the local premiere of Today We Live (the first
film to be adapted from Faulkner
work) in 1933 and the international premiere of the movie
Intruder in the Dust in 1949. V
Clockwise from left: Movie poster for The Reivers, Faulkner in
Japan courtesy of Archives and Special Collections, Faulkner &
Yoknapatawpha Conference Poster

Tom Franklin novel selected for 2012 Common Reading Experience

T

he national bestseller Crooked Letter, Crooked
Letter, written by assistant professor of fiction
writing and award-winning author Tom
Franklin, has been selected for the 2012 UM
Common Reading Experience, a program designed to
unite the campus through discussion about one book.
“Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter meets all the criteria
for our common reading book,” said Leslie Banahan,
assistant vice chancellor for student affairs. “Tom Franklin’s novel not only meets these objectives, but it’s also a
beautifully written story about modern-day race relationships and friendships in a small town. It has mystery, murder, memorable characters and more.”
Franklin will speak at Freshman Convocation,
and plans are underway for numerous other events.
Last year’s Common Reading Experience book, The
Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot,
was a national bestseller with themes from race to
science ethics. Related events included a documenta-

ry film screening, a staged reading and modern dance
by Department of Theatre Arts faculty, and a panel
discussion on “Medical Ethics, Race and the Black
Community” by African American Studies faculty.

Says Things That Make You Scratch Your Head.”
“The Common Reading Experience supports the
goals of our university: building community around
academic inquiry, introducing students to the ways in

“I hope that you will take this opportunity to read this
book along with us and participate in the intellectually
stimulating conversations that will result.”
— Chancellor Dan Jones

In addition, biology, pharmacology, sociology and
African American Studies professors lectured on the
“Use of HeLa and Other Cancer Cell Lines on the
UM Campus,” “HeLa Cells: A Biological Perspective” and “Voodoo Theory: Why the Lacks Family
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which different disciplines approach problems, broadening perspectives, and increasing awareness of the
unresolved conflicts and history that make up our culture,” said Robert Cummings, director of the Center
for Writing and Rhetoric. V

Volunteer honored with governor’s award

M

ississippi first lady Deborah Bryant (right)
congratulates Rosie Nelson, recipient of the
inaugural Outstanding Service by a
National Service Participant Award by the Mississippi
Commission for Volunteer Service. The award, one of
the 2012 Governor’s Initiative for Volunteer Excellence
Awards, celebrating ordinary Mississippians doing
extraordinary things to improve lives and communities
across the state, goes to the AmeriCorps VISTA volunteer at UM who recently earned an M.A. in sociology.
“Rosie serves with compassion and intelligence,”
said Stephen Monroe, assistant dean of liberal arts and
director of the North Mississippi VISTA Project.
“VISTAs are dynamic and highly motivated people,
and Rosie is a wonderful example. We’re proud of her
service and of this accomplishment.”
Nelson was one of 11 AmeriCorps VISTA members fighting poverty through education at UM last
year. She worked more than 2,000 hours with faculty,
staff and students, establishing a service leadership

Forum brings science
to the community

F

organization for engineering students and developing
a grant program to provide start-up funds of $500 to
students for the creation of science and technologyrelated service projects for the local community. V

rom curing cancer to improving STEM (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) education, the monthly Oxford Science
Café presented intriguing topics for the local community this year. Organized by the Department of
Physics and Astronomy with support from the
National Science Foundation and the Office of the
Provost, the popular evening events at Lusa Pastry
Café featured 30-minute talks by scientists followed
by questions and conversation.
• Josh Gladden, associate professor of physics—Airplanes to Turbulence to Dark Energy: How does an
airplane fly? A tour of the physics that explains it,
and how it relates to some questions we are still trying
to understand.
• Jocelyn Read, postdoctoral research associate of
physics—The Intense Life of Stars after Death: How
does a star die? What happens to its remains? Everything about neutron stars and black holes.

Sharon Levine

• Maurice Eftink, professor of chemistry—An overview of current successful programs at UM and what
science educators can do to prepare future generations
in STEM fields.
• Randy Wadkins, chemistry professor—How
Cancer Drugs Work
• Tracy Brooks, assistant professor of pharmacology—Cancer: Where Is the Cure?
• Amber Stuver, postdoctoral student of physics
from CAL Tech—How astronomy revolutionized the
way we see the universe.
The Oxford Science Café will resume Aug. 21 at 6
p.m. at Lusa Pastry Café. V

From right: Darrin Bynum, Sherrick House and Chelsea Brock at College Corps orientation.

College Corps student service

T

he College Corps student leadership group in the College of Liberal Arts seeks to alleviate community
poverty by placing student volunteers committed to long-term service with nonprofit organizations and
schools in Lafayette County.
“These organizations are fighting poverty through education, food programs and transitional housing
programs,” said Stephen Monroe, assistant dean of liberal arts. “Our dedicated students commit to sustained and purposeful service and we are very pleased with their contributions. We thank the Mississippi
Commission for Volunteer Service for making this possible.”
Forty College Corps members completed 5,507 hours of service from September 2011 to April 2012.
Members serve 10 hours per week with a goal of 300 hours during the school year and receive a Segal
Education Award of $1,175 at the year’s end. V
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Jere Allen................................... Art
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nternationally celebrated painter Jere Allen, professor emeritus of art, inspired by example during his 25 years at UM and continues to do so.
“Jere, as superbly talented as he is, is one of the most
approachable and sharing people I know,” said David
Lambert, a former student and acclaimed painter.
“There’s no pretense on his part.”
Allen views his teaching role as both guide and
supporter. “Each student had the potential to influence others through discussions about the
avenues taken during their personal
experiments,” he said. “I felt I
set an example as a
working professional
artist. Therefore, the
research time that the
university afforded me
was advantageous for both
my students and me.”
His electric colored figurative oil paintings inspired by
myths and symbols and concerned with the representation of
political and social realities prompt
descriptions of Allen as a “modernday master” and “Mississippi Rembrandt.” Work by Allen, Robert
n
Alle
Rauschenberg, Roy Lichtenstein and
Jere
Wolf Kahn in an exhibit cocurated by
acclaimed artist and UM alumni (M.F.A.) William
Dunlap, toured southeast Asia in 2003. Allen’s shows
in 35 of the United States include a Smithsonian
Institution Traveling Exhibition and the Louisiana
World Exposition in New Orleans.
He delighted in students’ artistic development. “My
joy came when any of the students discovered that they
had created a voice all by themselves,” Allen said.
Ginny Chavis, associate professor of art and
interim chair, praises Allen’s continued involvement
12 years after leaving UM. “Jere has not only made
great contributions to the art world, but was also a
most thoughtful member of the art department,”
Chavis said. “He continues to meet with students
even in his retirement.”
The professor’s influence lasts. “While my painting style shares little with Jere’s, I have still stored in
my mind his sense of spontaneity and lushness of his
brushwork,” Lambert said. “It’s become part of my
subconscious artistic vocabulary that I recognize as
important. I believe you can learn certain traits, such
as confidence and conviction in the art you make, by
watching those who have those traits.”
Allen received a B.F.A. from Ringling School of
Art in Sarasota, Fla., an M.F.A. from the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville, and the Mississippi Institute
of Arts and Letters Visual Arts Award among other
honors. V

Beloved
Professors
more stories, photos and videos at viewfromventress.org

John Winkle................Political
Science

A

fter almost four decades, teaching still exhilarates political science professor John Winkle.
“I love classroom interaction, whether it
is an enrollment of 70 in my constitutional law
sequence or 15 in an honors class or a graduate seminar,” Winkle said. “It is the exchange of ideas. It is
the moment that a student’s eyes flash with first-time
understanding of a concept or its application. I have
long believed that the essence of learning lies in
the ability to ask the better question. I want to
make a difference in students’ lives by helping
them to ask the better question. Nothing is
more exciting than to see them do just that.”
The Georgia native received a B.A.
from Mercer University, with a major in
history and minors in literature and religion before spending a life-changing
year in Washington, D.C., working for
a U.S. Senator followed by both
M.A. and Ph.D. in political science
with an emphasis in law and
courts from Duke University.
Winkle teaches an undergraduate constitutional law
sequence he has offered each year
since he arrived on campus in 1974. He
has taught the introductory course in American
politics, upper-level classes in judicial process, court
administration, international law and federalism and
graduate-level courses in constitutional law, judicial
politics and intergovernmental relations.
“Dr. Winkle influenced me to go to law school,”
said Shad White, a law student at Harvard University. “He is very intellectual and very demanding, and
he asks a lot from his students. He has a gift for
explaining complex ideas.”
Winkle likes the scholarly life. “I enjoy both the
freedom and the opportunity to pursue intellectual
passions,” he said. “I have
taught my choice of courses
and pursued my research
preferences in the field of
law and politics.”
“Dr. John Winkle
represents one of the
stellar teachers of
our honors students,” said
Douglass Sullivan-González,
dean of the
Honors College. “He
leads with
John
Win
his paskle
sion and
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intellect in a demanding way and the students rise
to the challenge. He awakens the philosophical soul
of his students and calls on them to be citizen and
scholar in today’s complex and conflict-ridden
world. He never sugarcoats the depths of the philosophical differences, but his demeanor evokes possibility, an optimism that each student can make a
difference in the debates and with the problems [he
or she confronts]. I wish that I had 10 more just
like him.” V

Lucy Turnbull......... Classics

L

ucy Turnbull, retired classics professor and
director of the University Museum, has influenced many lives.
In 1961 Turnbull joined UM as a classical
archaeologist and taught art history, archaeology,
mythology and classical civilization.
“Teaching is very energizing, but I didn’t really
understand that at the time,” she said. “When you’re
teaching you’re giving something to the students, but
they’re also giving back to you. I enjoyed it very
much.”
Aileen Ajootian, professor and chair of classics,
praises Turnbull’s teaching talents.
“Dr. Turnbull has the ability to explain complicated issues and concepts about the ancient
Mediterranean world in a way that does not trivialize them but makes them clear even to beginning
students,” Ajootian said. “She can then build on
the basic outline to introduce the problems and
uncertainties. Also, she can knit together the evidence, which in classics and classical archaeology
is interdisciplinary. And she has the rare talent to
keep the material interesting and appealing. Dr.
Turnbull has a dry sense of humor that undoubtedly enlivened her lectures and discussions. She
amassed a large collection of articles and images
from all kinds of magazines and newspapers in an
era before smart phones and computers. These
materials—which we still preserve—she used to
illustrate her points.”
Turnbull was an active proponent of civil rights
during UM’s integration in 1962 when James
Meredith became the first AfricanAmerican student.
“After the immediate crisis of Meredith’s enrollment, the
university was under
some fire,” Turnbull
said. “For the next two
years, there was a lot of
tension and also a lot of
alumni over-interest in how
the university was functioning. The worst that happened
to me during that time was
someone threw a cherry bomb at

S p e c i a l
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my feet. Thankfully, I wasn’t injured.”
Fifty years later others remember and commend
her courage.
“She is one of the few people on campus who was
brave enough to speak with James Meredith when he
was a student,” Ajootian said. “Dr. Turnbull quietly
worked for justice during the civil rights period and
beyond. I am proud to be her colleague in Classics.”
Turnbull’s active role in campus culture helped establish the museum she directed from 1983 until 1990.
“One of my most memorable moments was the
opening of the University Museum,” Turnbull said.
“The old Mary Buie was the only
museum in the vicinity at
that time. I

Beloved Professors
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served on the museum committee.
Outstanding Teacher of Freshmen awards from the
“The classics department had a great collection
College of Liberal Arts.
of Greek and Roman antiquities and we moved the
Originally from Seoul, Korea, Yun received a
collection from Bondurant Hall to the museum.”
B.A. in chemistry from Seoul National University
Turnbull’s students also have fond memories. “As
before serving in the Republic of Korea
a highly respected, stellar professor of clasArmy and earning a Ph.D. in chemistry
sics, Dr. Lucy Turnbull possessed a
from the University of Cincinnati. After
phenomenal knowledge of her subject;
seven years researching kinetic theory
and her classroom was always a place
and intermolecular interactions, Yun
where students were treated with dignijoined the Department of Chemistry
ty and gained an appreciation of the joy
in 1968.
of learning,” said former student Freda
“I had the great pleasure of teaching
Knight.
the freshman chemistry course,” Yun
Turnbull was educated at Bryn Mawr
said. “Students in this class were mostly
and Radcliffe. She was both John Williams
pre-med, pre-pharmacy or engineering
White Fellow and Charles Eliot Norton Felstudents who were well motivated
low at the American School of Classical
and eager to learn new and advanced
Studies in Athens and author of many scholconcepts in chemistry. For more than
arly articles and contributions to books, chief30 years of teaching this course, I
. Yun
Kwang S
ly in the fields of Greek vase painting,
have nothing but good memories.”
mythology and Greek poetry. V
Charles Hussey, the present chair of the chemistry department, was actually taught by Yun when he
attended the university.
“When I was an undergraduate chemistry stu.............. Chemistry
dent, he was the first chemistry professor I took that
he award-winning retired chemistry professor
made sense,” Hussey said. “He knew how to teach.
who taught for 30 years is known for his creWhen I was in his class, I was always very comfortative teaching methods and dedication to
able—he explained concepts like no one else.”
students. Kwang S. Yun is recipient of both the OutYun retired in 1998 and resides in Oxford. V
standing Teacher of the Year and Cora Lee Graham

Kwang Yun

T

Lucy
Turnb
u

ll

Robert Jordan

Visit www.viewfromventress.org for profiles of Beloved Professors Bondurant, Grisham, Miller,
Noyes, Pilkington, Silver, Skemp, and Stokes.

Anonymous donor honors biologist Ed Keiser

A

s a professor of biology at UM from 1976 to
2005, Edmund Keiser loved the traditional
classroom setting—with its blackboards,
books and attentive students at their desks—as much
as he enjoyed his field research trudging through bayous and hiking verdant forests in search of unique
specimens of frogs, snakes and lizards.
Now even in his retirement years Keiser’s dedication to students and research continues to pay dividends for future generations, thanks to a $100,000
faculty support endowment established in his name by
an anonymous donor. “An endowment such as this will
allow us to support a faculty research project each
summer, which is very helpful to new faculty trying to
start research programs,” said Paul Lago, professor and
chair of biology.
Keiser, who served as chair of biology from 1976 to
1987, was stunned to learn of the endowment. “I’m very
flattered and feel a bit undeserving,” he said. “It is a great

honor. I can’t imagine anyone doing something like this.”
Since retiring, Keiser, who earned bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Southern Illinois University and
a doctorate from Louisiana State University, has continued his research in wildlife biology for the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Mississippi Department
of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks. He has 57 years of
experience as an educator, including teaching fourthgrade, junior high and high school classes in his
younger days, and leading upper-level college courses
at the University of Louisiana-Lafayette before coming
to UM.
The Edmund Keiser Faculty Support Endowment
is open to receive gifts from individuals and organizations by sending a check to the UM Foundation, P.O.
Box 249, University, MS 38677, contacting Denson
Hollis at 662-915-5092 or dhollis@olemiss.edu, or
visiting www.umfoundation.com/makeagift. V
Ed Keiser
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Chemistry/chemical engineering major named UM’s 13th Goldwater Scholar

D

Kevin Bain

ana Nicole “Nikki” Reinemann is UM’s
13th Barry M. Goldwater Scholar.
Originally from Batesville, Miss.,
Reinemann is first author of a paper featured as the
Journal for Physical Chemistry A cover story. She was a
NASA Academy research associate in the Environmental Control and Life Support Systems branch of
Marshall Space Flight Center in 2010.
“The Goldwater award funding will allow me to
finish another degree,” said Reinemann, who is pursuing a double degree. “Having the B.S. in chemistry
along with the B.S. in chemical engineering will better prepare me for graduate school options and allow
me to be more versatile in industry.”
Reinemann expects to complete her degrees in
May 2013 and plans to pursue a doctorate in chemical engineering and eventually work for a government agency or company conducting chemical and
environmental engineering research. She credits UM
faculty and staff across many disciplines for her solid
foundation.
“I could not have received this award without sup-

port from both the chemical engineering and chemistry departments,” she said. “My research adviser, Dr.
Nathan Hammer in the chemistry department, has
provided opportunities that not many
undergraduates would receive. He
offered a position in his lab after I
took his freshman chemistry class. He
allowed me to develop my own project
and perform worthwhile work. This
has led to various conference trips, a
publication and, now, the Goldwater.”
Faculty members praise Reinemann’s academic achievements and
dedication. “From day one in the lab,
her natural abilities to perform highlevel science were evident,” said
Hammer, assistant professor of chemistry. “She developed her research
project on her own without any assisNikki Reinemann
tance and has operated on the level of
a graduate student. She’s a brilliant young scientist
who has a bright future ahead. Her success is due not

only to her intelligence and aptitude for science but
also her unparalleled work ethic.”
Charles Hussey, chair and professor of chemistry,
echoed those sentiments. “Nikki is a
multidimensional, exceptionally talented student,” Hussey said. “She sees
and understands concepts that most
of her peers may never understand.
We are very lucky that she chose to
seek a degree in chemistry with us.
She is destined for a great career in
science or engineering, if she chooses
that path.”
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education
Program was created in 1986 to
honor the U.S. senator and to alleviate a critical current and future shortage of highly qualified scientists,
mathematicians and engineers by
encouraging talented student researchers to prepare
for and enter careers as research scientists. V

Biochemistry major selected
as American Chemical Society scholar

C
International athlete
excels in studies

G

abby Rangel balanced her roles as tennis
team captain and economics and international studies student to graduate in 2012
with a double major. “My biggest accomplishment
has been reaching academic success while playing a
collegiate sport at a highly competitive level,” Rangel
said. The tri-lingual Brazilian plans to pursue a doctorate in political science with a concentration in
political economy.
Read more about Rangel at
www.viewfromventress.org. V

onducting nanotechnology research is a
major achievement and being nationally recognized for doing so—as a student—is especially rewarding. So says Billy Mendoza Forrest, the
UM’s newest American Chemical Society (ACS)
scholar, established in 1994 to attract underrepresented minority students to chemistry or chemistryrelated fields.
“When I received notification of this honor, I
was delighted and deeply grateful,” said the recent
graduate and biochemistry major from Randolph,
Miss. “The money can go toward lab expenses and
tuition. If only I’d waited to buy my tie-dyed lab coat
and safety glasses!”
With a Barksdale Award, Taylor Medal, National
Merit Scholarship and Phi Kappa Phi membership,
Forrest is already one of the university’s most decorated undergraduate students.
“Billy is the model student,” said Keith Hollis, associate professor of chemistry. “She is always prepared, works
ahead, thinks deeply—as reflected in graduate-level questions about chemistry—and is sincerely curious.”
Funded in part by the National Science Foundation’s Office of Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research, or EPSCoR, Hollis’ lab is
interested in harnessing the potential of organometallic nanotubes for applications such as hydrogen fuel
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storage, fuel cells, time-release medicines and photovoltaic technology. “I am honored I had the chance
to work as a team with some of the finest research
minds in the country,”
Forrest said. “I look forward to continuing
this EPSCoR research,
and I thank Dr. Hollis and the chemistry
department for the
incredible opportunities that they have
given me.” V

Billy
Mendoza Forrest

Student becomes UM’s second Udall scholar

W

hen Taylor Cook walked into the chancellor’s office last spring, she was not expecting to see a roomful of smiling faces. But
that is what she got at a surprise reception to congratulate
her for winning the 2012 Morris K. Udall Scholarship,
which provides $5,000 for one year of study. She is the
second UM student to achieve this honor.
“One of the best parts of being a Udall scholar is
being a part of the Udall network of student leaders and
professionals in the field of environmental activism,”
Cook said.
The public policy leadership and Spanish major
with minors in environmental studies and sociology is
among 80 national winners of the scholarship given
annually to college sophomores and juniors who are
committed to careers related to the environment, tribal
public policy or Native American health care. The
Southaven native is a member of the Sally McDonnell Barkdale Honors College and the Trent Lott
Leadership Institute. She was instrumental in
hosting the statewide Mississippi Alumni &
Students for Sustainability Spring 2012 Envi-

Soul food meets
high art in opera

ronmental Leadership Summit.
“I love to see effective passion, and Taylor took a lot
of good advice and channeled it in healthy and constructive ways,” Chancellor Dan Jones said.
One of Cook’s mentors, Eric Weber, assistant
professor of public policy leadership said, “Taylor’s
studies clearly struck a chord
and motivated her to become
a leader on campus.” V

B

lack-eyed peas and cornbread. Rice and gravy.
Collard greens and opera.
The third pair might seem an unlikely
combination, but Price Walden, a senior music major
from Booneville, worked hard to pair the leafy vegetable with high art. Walden was intrigued by the invitation from the Southern Foodways Alliance (SFA) to
elevate the status of collard greens through music and
spent last summer composing Leaves of Greens, a Southern oratorio in three parts for the organization’s annual
symposium.
“It struck me while I was eating at my grandmother’s house one Sunday that as we Southerners
eat food; it’s never just about eating food, it’s about
other aspects that we don’t even realize are important
to us,” Walden said.
The bulk of text for Leaves of Greens comes
from a collection of poems titled Leaves of Greens:
The Collard Poems, published in the 1980s by the
annual Collard Green Festival in North Carolina
and is supplemented with poems and traditional
hymns. Walden’s opera is scored for soloists, a choir,
piano and percussion and lasts 30 minutes.
“Each of the three parts has to do with a different
aspect of how we eat food, and it has turned out to be

Taylor Cook and
Chancellor Jones

M

athematics intimidates a lot of students, but Mary
Margaret Rich embraces the
subject and hopes to inspire
others to do the same. She’s so
passionate about improving
math education that she was
involved in the field even
before completing her college
degree.
Rich, a student from Madison, Miss., channeled her
enthusiasm for math into her
honors thesis in the Sally
McDonnell Barksdale Honors
College: “Technology Use in
High School Mathematics
Classrooms in North Mississippi,” for which she observed
and interviewed four teachers.
“There are so many new education technologies, and many
teachers are not informed
about effective technology use
or trained in use of education- Mary Margaret Rich
al technology,” Rich said.
During her freshman year, she joined the Center
for Mathematics and Science Education (CMSE) and

was a Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics
(STEM) scholarship recipient,
enabling her to pursue both
mathematics and mathematics
education degrees. In return,
she worked two hours a week
at CMSE leading its initiative
to create a seminar and virtual
learning community for Future
Math Teachers of Mississippi.
“Her determination, passion, content knowledge and
enthusiasm are to be commended,” said Alice Steimle,
CMSE associate director.
“Mary Margaret played key
roles in helping achieve our
mission of improving mathematics and science education
in Mississippi.”
This summer Rich is lead
instructor of the annual
CMSE Math Camp for middle school students who show
a significant need for a deeper understanding of concepts
in mathematics. She begins her master’s program
as a graduate fellow this fall. V
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Mathematics graduate on mission

Price Walden

rather touching,” Walden said. “I hope the audience
thinks about collard greens and the food we eat in a
different way, and realizes the social aspects of food.”
Working with the Department of Music has been
a boon for the SFA. “The Center for the Study of
Southern Culture has long been a national leader in
interdisciplinary scholarship and outreach,” said John
T. Edge, SFA director. “The SFA, inspired by that
work, tells stories about the South through food. In
the last few years, we’ve worked to use multiple
modes of storytelling. A couple years back, we staged
a ballet performance. This year an opera
seemed a logical next step.” V
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Outstanding
Teacher of the Year

S

usan Pedigo, associate professor of chemistry
and biochemistry, is 2012 Outstanding Teacher
of the Year for the College of Liberal Arts. “I
work hard to convince students that the molecular
basis of life is a really compelling subject,” Pedigo
said. “It is very affirming that they appreciate what I
do in the classroom.”
“I had the pleasure of having Dr. Pedigo as my
biochemistry professor for two semesters,” said a former student. “I have enjoyed and profited from few
courses in the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry as much as hers.
Pedigo’s enthusiasm accounts for her Outstanding
Teacher of the Year award. “I like the sense of a shared
experience, a journey that I am on with the students,”
she said. “I tell them a story and have to read whether
they are with me or not, and how to work the explanation to make sure they follow me. It is a dance.”
Pedigo holds a Ph.D. from the University of Iowa
and received fellowships from the Center for Biocatalysis and Bioprocessing and Vanderbilt University. V

Outstanding
Instructor

more stories, photos and videos at viewfromventress.org

“Ms. Whitehead is highly professional both in
class posture and demeanor,” he said. “She is always
prepared. Her lessons are conscientiously planned and
executed. Her dedication to the Spanish program is
clearly reflected in the way she teaches and in the way
her students respond.”
A nationally certified occupational Spanish teacher, Whitehead has taught at UM for 12 years. She
holds a B.A. in Spanish from Liberty University
in Lynchburg, Va., her first M.A. in Spanish from
UM and her second M.A. in Teaching English as a
Second Language also from UM. V

Outstanding Teacher
of Freshmen

T

he College recognized the talents of Jeffrey
Jackson, associate professor of sociology, with
its 2012 Cora Lee Graham Award for Outstanding Teaching of Freshmen.
“It is very humbling,” Jackson said. “I have
enjoyed teaching Introductory Sociology classes. They
really are my favorite to teach and to be recognized by
the College in this fashion for doing something I love
is wonderful.”

I

vonne Whitehead is Outstanding
Instructor in the College of Liberal Arts
for 2012.
“I am overwhelmed by the honor,” said
Whitehead, a Spanish instructor. “I know
the extraordinary quality of instructors in
the College and to be honored as the Outstanding Instructor is extremely humbling.”
Whitehead’s notable enthusiasm for
teaching is one of the reasons for her recognition. “Being in the classroom with my
students is a privilege and honor that I
never take for granted; teaching is my passion,” she said. “My students are our future
leaders and besides teaching the Spanish
language I try to give advice and guidance
they can use throughout their lives.”
Whitehead credits the faculty in the
Department of Modern Languages for her
success.
“I have been so fortunate to have
worked for and with so many dedicated
professionals who have mentored me
throughout my years at Ole Miss, who
share with me in receiving this award,” she
said. “Not the least is the chair of the
department, Dr. Don Dyer.”
Dyer praises her accomplishments.

Susan Pedigo (left), Dean Glenn Hopkins, Ivonne Whitehead and Jeff Jackson
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Jackson, whose main teaching and research area is
the processes of globalization in the developing world,
has a passion for new concepts. “Introducing students
to ideas they’ve never thought of before is one of the
most exciting aspects of teaching sociology,” he
said. “Any time students tell me they’ve been turned
on to a new idea or that they have a new appreciation
for something going on in their world that they had
never fully examined or considered before, that is really rewarding for me as a teacher.”
Colleagues have noticed his dedication to freshmen. “Jeff Jackson has taught two sections of Sociology 101 every fall since he came to UM in 1999,” said
Jay Johnson, professor of anthropology. “Beyond the
fact that this amounts to more than 1,500 freshmen
that he has introduced to the kinds of ideas that open
a new way of looking at the world, he has done this
effectively and with humor. In fact, his courses serve
as a gateway, attracting new majors in sociology.”
Jackson teaches courses on race and ethnicity, globalization, and international development. He holds a
Ph.D. and M.A. from the University of Texas at Austin where he was a Mellon Fellow in Latin American
Sociology and spent a year conducting fieldwork on
the international development profession in Honduras. His B.S. is from the University of WisconsinMadison. V

UM Humanities
Teacher of the Year

P

assion for poetry and teaching earned Beth
Ann Fennelly, associate professor of English
and director of the MFA program in creative
writing, the 2011-12 Humanities Teacher of the Year.
“I was surprised and honored to hear I had won the
award,” said Fennelly, who teaches poetry as literature
and teaches the writing of both poetry and creative
nonfiction. “Some of the
pleasures of teaching are the
daily feedback, seeing the
students’ faces, the arch of
an eyebrow when someone
has a question or seeing the
nod of a head or an ah-ha
moment. I like to be with
the students and see their
faces, and that’s my favorite
part of teaching.”
The award recognizes
Beth Ann Fennelly
outstanding teachers in
humanities fields and is cosponsored by the Mississippi
Humanities Council and the College.
This recognition caused Fennelly to reflect on her
life as a teacher. “We live in a culture that values
money, so when you do something that appears valueless, you are forced to reflect on its less obvious rewards.
Poetry is powerful medicine, and studying and teaching
literature have enriched me in many ways,” said Fennelly, who has taught at UM since 1998. V

MHC Humanities
Scholar

T

he Mississippi Humanities Council recognized professor of history Elizabeth Anne
Payne with its 2012 Humanities Scholar
Award for her outstanding contributions to
the study and understanding of the
humanities. “It is lovely to have worked
in the nearby vineyard of Mississippi
women’s history and have the Mississippi Humanities Council recognize my research,” Payne said.
Payne edited the volume
Writing Women’s History: A
Tribute to Anne Firor Scott,
essays by seven woman at the
forefront of contemporary
American women’s history, is
author of Reform, Labor and
Feminism: Margaret Dreier
Robins and the Women’s Trade
Union League and coeditor
of volumes one and two of

UM Frist

E

Ledger and the Tehran Times, leading efforts to improve
access for disabled individuals on campus, speaking at
conferences, and spending time with his wife and disabled young daughter, he has time for his
students. And I don’t mean office hours—I
see him outside the Lott building more than
in it, and he’s in there a lot.”
Weber joined UM in 2007 and is
executive director of the Society of Philosophers in America and chair of the American Philosophical Association’s Committee
on Public Philosophy. He holds a Ph.D.
from Southern Illinois University, M.A.
from Ohio University and B.A. from
Vanderbilt University. V

ric T. Weber, assistant professor of public
policy leadership, received the 18th annual
Frist Student Service Award in recognition
of his exceptional service to students. The
award was established with a gift from
Dr. Thomas F. Frist Sr. of Nashville, a
1930 UM graduate.
“The chancellor has highlighted service
as a key part of the university’s mission and
the Frist Award concerns service to students. In that light, the honor is deeply
meaningful and gratifying,” Weber said.
One nomination for Weber stated,
“Somehow, between teaching, writing
books, writing articles for the ClarionEric T. Weber

Mississippi Women: Their Histories, Their Lives.
The Humanities Council cited Payne’s oral history
work including documentary film and creating lesson
plans and other resources for teachers. “Teaching women’s history for so many years has been a constant
adventure of learning with my students,” Payne said.
“Many of my undergraduates have interviewed their
great-grandmothers as historical subjects. My Ph.D.
students and I interviewed over 100 women
in Union County. I had the privilege of
interviewing Betty Rutherford Wilson in
New Albany when she was 115 years old.”
The distinguished professor is founding
director of the UM Honors College, recipient of the Mississippi Historical Society’s
Elbert Hilliard Oral History Prize and a
National Humanities Center Fellow in
Chapel Hill, N.C. V
Jason Hoeksema

Dr. Payne (left)
with Macey Ferrell,
who is featured in the
documentary film
Makin’ Do
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UM Advising

J

ason Hoeksema, assistant professor of biology,
received the 2012 Excellence in Advising Award.
“I would be hard-pressed to nominate another
individual as deserving of recognition for excellence in
advising as Dr. Hoeksema,” said Kristopher Henning,
who received his master’s in biology under
Hoeksema’s direction. “He exemplifies my
conception of an ideal adviser—serving as the
glue that not only promotes respect and socialization among the members of his lab, [but]
also fostering those qualities among undergraduate and graduate students.”
Students praise Hoeksema for being
accessible and approachable. “I believe
every student in our department benefits
from his mentoring,” said Bridget J. Piculell, Ph.D. candidate in biology.
Hoeksema aspires to impart a deeper
knowledge of science and to bring out the best in all
his students. “I try to recognize that each student has
different strengths and needs, and different advising
approaches may be needed for each student to bring
out [his/her] strengths,” he said. “I’m grateful to
advisers of my own, from before my arrival here at
Ole Miss and also among my colleagues here, for
helping to teach me this.”
Hoeksema’s research focuses on ecological and
evolutionary consequences of interactions among species, including mutualism, parasitism and competition. He holds a Ph.D. from the University of
California, Davis and a B.S. from the University
of Michigan. V
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Chisholm Foundation
supports SFA

Winter Institute granted $3.1 million
from Kellogg Foundation

T

T

he William Winter Institute for Racial Reconciliation plans to use a $3.1 million grant to spur
civil equity and community engagement and
continue to build communities both locally and globally.
Part of the three-year award from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation will be used to develop curricula
and educate youth, groups and individuals in dispa-

priate regional, national and international partnerships that would benefit our work.”
The Institute’s goals for the funds include hiring a
director of community outreach, hiring an academic
director to help create a minor in civic engagement
within the College of Liberal Arts and making the temporary youth director’s job into a full-time position.

“…this grant will enable us to be a major force and
continue to make noticeable advances in racial
reconciliation in this part of the country.”
—William Winter

“Kellogg has funded our Summer Youth Institute
and Welcome Table events since 2007,” Glisson said.
“During the course of conversations with their board
of directors, the Winter Institute was encouraged to
consider increasing the amount of funding requested
to expand our operational capacity. The expiration of
all our initial funding and the need to revisit our
strategic plan simultaneously coincided with the
application for and approval of this proposal.”
The William Winter Institute is a leader in Mississippi but also nationally and internationally in
both civil rights and community engagement, said Gail Christopher, Kellogg Foundation vice
president for program strategy.
“The grant allows the Institute
to expand their proven strategy
for racial healing and reconciliation,” Christopher said. “We see
their work as integral to our
continued efforts to help uproot
the myth of racial hierarchies.”
Former Mississippi Gov.
William Winter expressed
enthusiasm for the Kellogg
Foundation’s support. “This
grant is the confirmation of the
credibility that the Winter Institute has achieved with recognition by the Kellogg Foundation,”
Winter said. “There’s still much
work to be done, and this grant
will enable us to be a major
force and continue to make
noticeable advances in racial
reconciliation in this part of
Summer Youth Institute 2012 participant, Candace Smith, mentors a student in math for the
the country.” V

rate locations. The Kellogg Foundation supports children, families and communities as they strengthen
and create conditions that propel vulnerable children
to achieve success as individuals and as contributors
to the larger community and society.
“We are excited to be a part of the Kellogg Foundation’s commitment to Mississippi and the improvement of children’s lives here,” said Susan Glisson,
executive director of the Winter Institute. “This
grant will permit us to significantly expand our
ongoing community work, as well as pursue approLeroy clemons

he Chisholm Foundation of Laurel has contributed $103,000 to the academic study of
foodways at the Center for the Study of
Southern Culture (CSSC) and Southern Foodways
Alliance (SFA).
The support is an important step toward
establishing an endowed professorship in the
emerging cultural studies field of foodways, a discipline in which SFA is recognized nationally.
The Atlantic Magazine describes the SFA as “this
country’s most intellectually engaged (and probably most engaging) food society.”
Elemental in the study of
human culture, foodways
study has become a
central way of
approaching
issues in the
American South.
This study and
the way populations interact
and engage in
foodways offer
another approach to
interpreting race, class,
gender, economy and identity,
all essential questions for scholars of cultural life.
Increasing attention to the body, the senses, health
and gender has combined with scholarship on globalization, ethnicity and identity to elevate food studies
to an earned place in the study of the humanities,
said John T Edge, director of the SFA.
The Chisholm Foundation resources provide faculty support for a postdoctoral fellowship, with the
recipient teaching foodways classes within the Southern studies curriculum and foodways-focused courses
in other disciplines. The inaugural holder of the fellowship, assistant professor Angela Jill Cooley—who
earned her doctorate at the University of Alabama—
teaches an undergraduate history class using foodways to understand home-based race relations.
Cooley’s course “Historicizing the Help” contextualizes Katherine Stockett’s best-selling novel The Help
and the basis of a recent movie.
“This generous Chisholm Foundation grant plays
a pivotal role in the creation of curriculum examining the role of food as both a cultural artifact and
form of expression,” said Ted Ownby, CSSC director
and history professor. “This support allows the Center to extend foodways classes for two more years,
during which time we will pursue funding for a permanent endowment supporting this position.” V

Neshoba Youth Coalition Choice Program.
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Two new development
professionals

R

on Wilson and Nikki Neely have joined
Denson Hollis in the Office of University
Development as directors of development for
liberal arts, working with alumni and friends to build
private support for the College of Liberal Arts’ students, faculty and programs.
“The College’s alumni and friends base has expanded, and we are very pleased to have three full-time
development professionals working with this large
group to nurture strong relationships and encourage
contributions,” said Glenn Hopkins, dean of liberal arts.
“A key element to our success is to see a significant
number of our talented alumni and friends involved
in supporting our programs with their time, expertise

Art alumna featured in magazine
Alumna Erin Raspberry Napier and her letterpress stationery boutique business, Lucky Luxe, were featured in the October
issue of Martha Stewart Weddings magazine. Napier returned to campus to speak to new letterpress classes taught
by Virginia Chavis, associate professor of art, that were made possible by a $24,000 grant funding the necessary
equipment for the art department. Photos and link to Napier’s blog are at www.viewfromventress.org. V

Law firm supports Tim Ford Scholarship

T

his spring Balch & Bingham law firm in
Jackson held a reception honoring Tim Ford,
former speaker of the Mississippi House of
Representatives and supporting a scholarship in his
name for the Department of Political Science from
which he received the 2011 Distinguished Alumni
Award in Public Service.
“We are proud to recognize Tim Ford,” said
Richard Forgette, former chair of political science
and senior associate dean of the College. “Tim has
had a long, distinguished career in state government.
“He is greatly respected on both sides of the aisle,
Republican and Democrat. His public service has
made a great difference, not only in terms of his
community, but to the state and university.”
After earning his B.A. and J.D. from UM, Ford was
law clerk for the presiding justice of the Mississippi
Supreme Court and assistant district attorney. Elected to
the state House of Representatives in 1980, Ford served
as speaker from 1988 until his retirement in 2004 (the
second-longest speaker in Mississippi history). Currently
he is a partner with Balch & Bingham LLP.
Ford credits UM for helping his career. “At Ole
Miss you meet the future leaders of the state,” he said.
“The friends and contacts that you make will determine
how successful you are in your future because you are
literally going to meet everyone who runs the state.”
The Balch & Bingham donation to the political
science department creates a scholarship designed

for student participation with a legislative internship.
“The Tim Ford Public Service Scholarship helps university undergraduates learn about their state and about
legislature, a befitting recognition of Tim Ford’s career,”
Forgette said. “As part of this program, we created a service learning class piloted last fall in which students roleplayed as state legislators. A series of senators spoke to
students about issues. So this is not only recognition of
Tim and his career, but improving our curriculum.”
The internship imparts insight into the inner workings of the legislative process. “I hope the internship
helps students understand how the state legislature
works,” Ford said. “It has a complex set of rules and
committee work that—I’ll be honest—before I went, I
had no idea how it operated. It is difficult to teach in a
classroom setting without the exposure
the internship provides.” V

Tim Ford (left) and
Richard Forgette
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Ron Wilson

Nikki Neely

and resources. We appreciate the valuable experiences, perspectives and energy that Nikki and Ron bring
to their positions with the College.”
Wilson previously served as director of development at Mercer University in Atlanta and Samford
University in Birmingham. He earned a B.A. from
Samford University, Master of Divinity degree from
Southwestern Baptist Seminary in Ft. Worth, Texas,
Master of Theology and Doctor of Ministry degrees
from Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur, Ga.
Neely joined UM from Emory University, where
she was associate director of foundation and corporate relations. She worked with the Michael C. Carlos Art Museum, Emory College, Graduate School,
Campus Life, University Libraries and School of
Medicine. Neely served as an account coordinator
with Creative Communications Consultants Inc. of
Atlanta, as project and media coordinator with the
Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz in Washington,
D.C. She holds a M.A. in journalism and B.A. in art
from UM.
Neely can be reached at 662-915-6678 and
nlneely@olemiss.edu.
Wilson can be contacted at 662-915-1755 and
jrwilso3@olemiss.edu. V
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Anonymous $450,000 gift helping to build stronger communities

A

named him Man of the Year in 1937.
Toward the end of his life, McLean approached
Grisham, hoping to establish a permanent tie between
his community development work and the state’s flagship university. McLean’s goal was realized a year after
his death when his widow, Anna Keirsey McLain,
donated $150,000 to establish the Institute at UM.
Founding director Vaughan Grisham has retired,
and his important work to fight poverty—and its
insidious consequences—throughout Mississippi continues with new director and professor of sociology
Albert Nylander. He joins UM from his position as
dean of graduate studies and continuing education

n anonymous $450,000 gift to the McLean
Institute for Partnerships and Community
Engagement is improving the quality of life
for people throughout the country. The gift complements an earlier $150,000 donation and completes a
three-year $600,000 fundraising effort to further the
Institute’s work.
“We are extremely grateful for this gift to continue the work of the McLean Institute,” said Vaughn
Grisham, emeritus director of the Institute and professor of sociology. “My mentor, George McLean, began
his work 60 years ago, and this gift will help train
more leaders to improve their communities.”

“My mentor, George McLean, began his work 60 years
ago, and this gift will help train more leaders to improve
their communities.”
—Vaughn Grisham

Owner and publisher of the Tupelo newspaper
from 1934 until his death in 1983, George McLean
worked to improve life for the underclass in Lee
County. As a direct result of his efforts, the county
was transformed from one of the nation’s poorest to
being recognized by the U.S. Department of Agriculture as a leading model of community development.
The Nation magazine recognized his efforts and

and professor of sociology and community development at Delta State. He earned his Ph.D. from Mississippi State University and M.A. from UM.
“The McLean Institute is thankful for this incredible gift, which will augment the Institute’s work to
improve the quality of lives for Mississippians,” said
Nylander. “This donation will touch students, faculty
and staff as we partner with organizations and com-

munities to address poverty in our state.
“This gift is a statement of the donor’s values and
sets an example for others to follow. Additionally, it
reflects confidence in this great university’s resolve to
educate its students and advance its mission of preparing
our graduates for service to ensure the well-being of the
citizens of Mississippi. The McLean Institute embraces
Chancellor Jones’ commitment to public engagement
and public service, and the Institute’s community-based
learning approach is an educational priority. The Institute will continue this tradition of engagement as scholarship by supporting students, faculty, staff and
community members in making UM a leader in engaged
learning and research.”
The work of Grisham and the McLean Institute
has been recognized with supporting grants from the
Annie E. Casey Foundation and the Kettering Foundation that have allowed the organization to reach the
many communities it aids.
“We’ve been fortunate to have the McLean Institute housed at the University of Mississippi within
our Department of Sociology and Anthropology,” said
Glenn Hopkins, dean of liberal arts. “The work that
Vaughn Grisham has done to carry on George
McLean’s dream of elevating the quality of life for all
people is truly remarkable and deserving of support.
We are most grateful for the recent gift to the McLean
Institute to help ensure that dream is realized.”
To learn more about supporting the McLean
Institute, contact Denson Hollis, development director for the College of Liberal Arts, at 662-915-5092
or dhollis@olemiss.edu. V

New English lecture series honors Edith Baine

W

hen Edith Turley Baine was a child growing up in the Mississippi Delta, she played
teacher, recording her students’ progress in
a grade book. Although her real-life teaching career
was cut short by multiple sclerosis, Baine’s love for
teaching and learning will live on through a lecture
series endowed in her name just prior to her death in
April. The Edith T. Baine English Lecture Series in
the Department of English was created to provide
income to bring distinguished speakers to campus and
specificially to the Creative Writing Program.
Her husband, James Baine of El Dorado, Ark., said,
“Edith really loved Ole Miss, and she came with family
members to campus to football games many times as a
child. She had seven first cousins who were students during the 1950s and ’60s as well as three uncles who had
been Ole Miss students in the ’30s. In fact, Edith

graduated from Leland High School and
thought Ole Miss was the greatest place on
UM, where she earned a B.A. and an
earth.”
M.A., both from the School of Education.
Ivo Kamps, professor and chair of
She taught high school English in HattiesEnglish, expressed appreciation for the
burg, Jackson and El Dorado.
gift and its future impact on students’
Baine enjoyed English grammar and
academic experiences. “We are profoundly
literature, her husband said, and her favorgrateful for the generous gift and for the
ite professor was Charles Noyes, a beloved
support of our department and Creative
English teacher and administrator at UM.
Writing Program. Students love it when
“It is fitting for a person so commitspeakers and writers come to campus
ted to education to be honored through
because they open new worlds and conan endowment that provides exceptional
nect them to possible future careers. To
opportunities for students,” said Glenn
commemorate the life of Mrs. Blaine—a
Edith Turley Baine
Hopkins, dean of liberal arts. “We appreUM graduate and an educator—in this
ciate the thoughtful gift, which will have a far-reachmanner is wonderfully appropriate.”
ing impact on our students as they interact with
A native of Leland, Miss., Edith Baine was the
talented writers and other visiting lecturers.” V
daughter of Edith Waits Turley and George Turley. She
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The College of Liberal Arts is grateful to the following Ventress Order donors
(names reflect gifts made between January 1, 2011 – December 31, 2011):
Pat r o n
David C. Berry
Estate of Doy Payne Longest
R&B Feder Charitable Fdtn.
Hunter Public Relations
Jim N. Nicks of Riverchase Inc.
Lodge Manufacturing Co.
James M. McMullan
Madeleine McMullan
Mortgage Insurance Cos. of America
J. M. Smucker Co.
Viking Range Corp.
B e n e fa c t o r
Anson Mills
Big Apple Barbeque Block Party
Biltmore Estate Wine Co.
Estate of Lula F. “Lucy” Spain
The Fertel Family Foundation
Gertrude C. Ford Foundation
Lynn C. and Stewart Gammill III
Rekha and Jonathan Hagen
Sean Manning
Dennis E. Moore
Mountain Valley Spring Co., LLC
Eliza Olander and Brian McHenry
Michael Olander
Poole’s Downtown Diner
Ramey Agency LLC
Risen Son Foundation
Royal Cup Inc.
Joann S. and R. P. Scruggs III
Taqueria Del Sol
The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation
Fred D. Thompson
Robert Voogt
Polly F. and Parham Williams Jr. (1st Lt)
Executive
Michael L. Baker
Balch & Bingham LLP
Betty Becher
Graham G. Boyd
Virginia F. and James G. Brooks
Charleston Wine + Food Festival
City House Corp.

Richard L. Clay
Mary L. and Steve Cockerham
Kathy B. and Timothy A. Ford
Emily C. and Lawrence M. Furlong
Gannett Foundation
Lynne and G. Norris Howell Jr.
Ellis C. Lindsey
Mississippi Power Education Fdtn.
Robert E. Neff
Ruby Tuesday
Brook Smith
E. W. Stephenson Jr.
Dwight L. Tays
Lisa R. and John D. Tickle Jr.
Noell and Gary M. Wilson
Wingspan Partnerships
Dag Zapatero
A d v o c at e
Kristie and Charles L. Abney
Jane and R. Wayne Alexander
Barbara D. and David W. Arnold
Georgia Edith T. Baine
James E. Baine
Kyra K. Bishop
J. S. Blake
Cockayne Fund Inc.
D. M. Cockrell
Donna B. and Brad J. Dye Jr.
ExxonMobil Foundation
Diane and Alan Franco
Lee A. and William N. Fry IV
Tom T. Gallaher
Mary and Mark Hoffman
Roy M. Milner
Deborah F. McAbee and J. Byron
Morris
Prudential Foundation
Linda F. and Michael E. Riley
Sanderson Farms Inc.
Bill Schooley
Granger R. Scruggs
Judith N. Shertzer
Sara M. and William M. Shoemaker Jr.
Pardis Sooudi and Frank Stitt
Sugaree’s Bakery

UM Alumni Association
Patricia C. White
A s s o c iat e
Helen B. and Wadie H. Abraham Jr.
Ann and Lex Alexander
Bank of America Foundation
Wilson P. Barton III
Brenda K. and Lee Baumann
Fred E. Beemon Jr.
Anna M. Berryhill
Kathryn B. Black
Donna L. Blevins
Shawn S. and David E. Brevard
Elizabeth and Henry C. Brevard Jr.
Jennifer W. Bridges
A. Hume Bryant
Magalen O. Bryant
Edward J. Upton and Joe T. Cantu
Linda L. and F. Dean Copeland
Betsy S. and Wade H. Creekmore Jr.
Sidney C. and J. Holt Crews
Lucy P. and Eskridge V. Culver
Lara M. and Vance P. Derryberry
Susan C. Ditto
Frances B. Elliott
Sheri L. Phillabaum and Roy S. Ellzey
Lisbeth Evans
W. Eric Frohn
Gretchen Gardner
German Embassy
Carolyn L. Grove
Ronald A. Haley
Hugh S. Harris Jr.
Hirsch Winery, LLC
Edward Hobbs
Lisa N. and Richard C. Howorth
William F. Imre
Lydia and Daniel W. Jones
Jane and Charles A. Jordan Jr.
Jamie B. and Ernest Joyner III
Eugenia and A. L. Lamar
Sarah L. Laughlin
Pamela B. and William F. Lawhead
J. Bruce Lesley
Robert C. Long

Pat r o n ................................... $25,000+
B e n e fa c t o r .......... $10,000-$24,999
E x e c u t i v e ................... $5,000-$9,999

Linda D. and Alexander MacCormack
Lynn and Joe R. McGee
Diane W. and Steven G. McKinney
Lynn S. and W. Holt McMullan
Josephine Z. Megehee
L. Madison Michael II
Deborah B. and John E. Monroe
C. Sue Moore
Debbie and Patrick Moran
Teresa Nelson
Joe Osgoode and Ronald D. Nurnberg
Michelle H. Oakes
Samuel B. Olden Jr.
Rose L. and Henry Paris
Julia R. and Rush A. Peace Sr.
William E. Pegues III
J. Greg Perkins
Suzanne A. and Nicholas R. Pihakis
Joshua Pokempner
Susan S. and William H. Rigby Jr.
Carolyn J. Ross
Elaine H. Scott
James L. Seawright Jr.
Norman E. Shaw
Joyce Sidorfsky
Charles E. Smith
Caryl A. and Raymond W. Speck Jr.
Susan Spicer
Patricia L. and Phineas Stevens
Nancy R. and Ben H. Stone
Kenneth J. Sufka
The Greater New Orleans Fdtn.
Mary M. Thompson
James Titley
Susan M. Marchant and Ronald F. Vernon
Deery and Harry M. Walker
Yujin Wang
Jenny L. and Dennis E. Watts
Ari Weinzweig
Virginia B. and Eddie S. Wilson
Ellen B. Meacham and John Winkle
Zingerman’s Community Fund
Zingerman’s Roadhouse LLC
Steward
Rebecca P. and Carey W. Allen

A d v o c at e .................... $2,500-$4,999
A s s o c iat e .................. $1,000-$2,499
S t e w a r d ............................ $500-$999

James M. Allen
Nancy L. Ashley
Douglas W. Atkinson
Jane Anna and Bryan Barksdale
Marian B. and Charles C. Barksdale
Bickerstaff, Whatley, Ryan and
Burkhalter
Betty W. and J. David Blaylock
Linda S. and Robert T. Bobo
Sheridan W. Boyd
Reida and C. Page Broadway
Lisa C. and Larry M. Burr Jr.
Caw Caw Creek, LLC
Columbus Arts Council Inc.
Lillene W. and Aaron S. Condon
Catherine C. Cook
Penelope Cooper
James R. Cox Jr.
Wallace E. and Wallace E. Davenport
Nan G. and Thomas R. Davis
Judy and David I. Doorenbos
Vivian B. Hobbs and John T. Edge Jr.
Tricia D. and William R. Edmonson
Edna E. Edwards
Vicki O. and Timothy L. Ellis
Martha and Paul Fogleman
Sarah D. Gillespie
Golden Triangle Ole Miss Club
Nancy H. Goldman
Chellis O. Gregory
Lezlee M. and James F. Hardin Jr.
Dorothy S. and Charles B. Hargrove
Nancy Harrelson
Nola and Arnold J. Herring
Donna M. Holdiness
Gary D. Holdiness
Aliece R. and Nick Hollis
Deborah M. and D. Brooks Holstein
Carol M. and Glenn W. Hopkins
Linton Hopkins and Priscilla Linton
Judith W. and William R. Hurt
Sheryl S. Williams-Jenkins and
Charles M. Jenkins
Mary L. and Nick Kotz
Carol and P. Ken Lackey Jr.
Edward K. Lee
Jeremy L. Linton

Kristen S. and Nathaniel G. MacAdams
Margaret E. McGuire
S. Carr McKay
Mechanics Bank
Georgia N. and Gary L. Miller
Steve Minor
Karen C. and Robert S. Montjoy
Ruth T. and William H. Murdock
A. Linn Murphree
Nancy W. and Paul W. Murrill
Christopher A. Noone
Jennifer R. Noone
Andrea C. and Stephen C. Oliver
Michelle M. and Richard E. Olson
Phillip L. Patterson
Carol S. and Randy Rawlings
Virginia H. and Dale G. Read
George B. Richardson
Richmond Magazine
William H. Roberson
Robert W. Baird & Co. Inc.
Janette H. Robertson
Stephen E. Rowell
Lynn P. and Dave A. Russell
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Michal Shulman-Benyamin and Eytan
Benyamin
Margaret A. and John C. Sims
Catherine C. and Taylor M. Sledge Jr.
Cecil O. Smith
Deborah Smith
Linda M. and Stanley L. Smith Jr.
Rose and Hubert E. Spears Jr.
Ward and James C. Sumner
Jean and Jack Tate
Jane A. and Lee D. Thames Sr.
The Dowell Family Charitable Fund
Susan S. and Sanford C. Thomas
United Space Alliance Trust
Myra S. and Meredith M. Walker Jr.
Juliet H. and Gerald W. Walton
John A. Ware
Joan H. and David E. Willson
Rhonda H. and James P. Wilson
Elise V. and William F. Winter
W. Swan Yerger

“There have always been exciting things happening on the Ole Miss campus, and I have been
lucky to be a part of some of them. … It has always been important to me to be able to
contribute to education in whatever way I can and to keep learning things myself. Being
involved with the University of Mississippi has enabled me to do both those things. I encourage everyone who has enjoyed the benefits of an Ole Miss education, or just a visit to any of
the exciting things going on there, to support the College.”
— E l a i n e H o ff m a n S c o t t

Elaine Scott (M.A., English) of Little Rock, Ark., and her family established the Mark and Elaine Hoffman Memorial Music Scholarship for piano and voice students honoring her parents—Mark, a pianist, professor
and chair of the UM music department from 1947 until 1969, and Elaine, an opera singer on the Chataqua circuit and with the New York City Opera.
Scott serves on the Advisory Committee for the Center for the Study of Southern Culture, is a panel moderator for the Oxford Conference for the Book, and has attended the Faulkner and Yoknapatawpha
Conference every year since it began. Visit www.viewfromventress.org to find out more about the Hoffmans.
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he online version of View from Ventress includes multimedia content for the stories in this printed newsletter.
It also includes stories that are found only online, such as the special section profiles of Beloved Professors
Bondurant, Grisham, Miller, Noyes, Pilkington, Silver and Skemp and the stories below.
Evan Kirkham, a public policy leadership major, and Austin Wood, a soph-

omore political science major, competed in an exhibition debate in Memphis
against students from Wiley College of Marshall, Texas. Find out about their
“Great Debate” victory.
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Reflections by Traci Brimhall, 2012 Summer Poet in Residence, and the
other five former SPiRs. View art inspired by their poetry created by
Jan Murray, professor of art and associate dean of liberal arts.

The only one of its kind in Mississippi, UM’s Chinese Language Flagship
Program is giving high school students a rare opportunity to learn Chinese.
Catch a glimpse inside their classroom and read about the program.

Regarded by many to be one of the great lyric sopranos of our time,
Kallen Esperian recently joined the UM music faculty. Read about

Esperian and watch a video of her master class.

Every big-time politician needs a body man—a personal aide who can be
counted on to take care of anything and everything the boss requires.
For Mitt Romney, UM alum and public policy leadership major
Garrett Jackson is that man.

Join the Conversation
Libarts@olemiss.edu
www.facebook.com/umlibarts
@umlibarts twitter.com/umlibarts

Development Director Denson Hollis and his wife Laura made a gift of life
insurance to create the Denson and Lauren Hollis Family Scholarship
Endowment. Read more about their creative giving online.

